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As the preliminary concept shows there is ample space to locate 3 large light baseball diamonds, a soccer field,

four tennis courts, parking areas and a separate 6 acre parcel for a recreational building. There would be ample

opportunity to service the recreational needs of both existing and future residents of Sunderland and other

portions of the Township s population on a relocated park facility.

A new expanded recreational centre and playing fields would allow the Township to update their program

offerings to a variety of age groups and interests. Newer buildings could offer more accessible facilities which

could provide activities for a wider more diverse populations with different abilities and needs. Newer facilities

could also offer more multi-purpose spaces which could support year round programming for the Township as a

whole.

This relocation would also allow for all major municipal facilities to be conveniently located side by each on

River Street in Sunderland.

A relocation of the park / recreational facilities could, if needed, be completed in phases perhaps with the

relocation of the playing fields first. Following this the recreational facility buildings could be replaced.

Sunderland Fairgrounds:

An aerial photograph of the existing fairgrounds park is provided below.

If the parkland and recreational facilities were to be relocated to the Mac Innis Lands the proposal for the

existing lands would be to ensure that they are developed with compatible lot sizes and building forms.

There would also need to be recognition for existing significant trees and the potential to maintain some smaller

park feature on site should that be required.

Our analysis of the site as shown in the figure is that the playing fields occupy some 11 acres; whereas the

recreational facility and the parking occupy approximately 2.1 acres. The remaining 4 acres is occupied by a

forested area and a junior playground.




